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Expanding our scope over ten years
Flagship publication of CAHF:
•

An up-to-date review of practice and
developments in housing finance and
delivery in Africa, reflecting the
dynamic change and growth evident in
the market of each country over the
past year.

Publication constitutes a massive

collaborative effort:
• Began in 2010 with 15 countries
• Now encompasses 55 country profiles
and 5 regional profiles
• Published in English and French for
second year
• Over 42 contributors, spread across the
continent and internationally
• Building a community of practice of
housing finance experts in-country

Building the argument for investment in affordable housing
•

Investor interest in affordable housing has grown considerably in the past ten years.
• While conventional investors shifted to residential property in general, investors looking for impact opportunities took this further
towards affordable housing.
• More recently, conventional investors are also looking into the ‘affordable space’.

•

The argument for affordable housing has typically been a social one, framed in the context of key global agreements such as the
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs).
• However more recently, it is also becoming an economic one, and increasingly, the public sector housing conversation is happening
within central banks and finance ministries, as well as within the housing, planning and land ministries.

•

While these arguments are compelling, they provide an insufficient driver for conventional investors that have shareholders to report to
and quarterly financials to publish.

•

Therefore the next frontier for the growth of affordable housing in Africa, therefore, is to build the investment argument:
• In 2019, investors are desperate for information about the affordable housing market, its opportunities and its risks.
• Without information, each failed investment builds a stereotype that militates against further investment, and shifts investors’ sights
elsewhere.

•

The Yearbook provides the data to demonstrate what is possible to the investors who have real capital to place.

Building a community of practice to support
a housing finance Data Agenda for Africa
New this year: Revamped data collection and curation processes
• Part of a larger concerted campaign by CAHF to promote a
Data Agenda for Africa which advocates for more transparent, credible
and timely data on housing finance across the continent, as part of the
critical market infrastructure required to expand affordable housing
investment.
• Data surveys of 32 indicators collected by YB authors, plus
additional 30 data points on each country collected from
international sources
➢ Result is database of 80 headline indicators for every
country—albeit with gaps!

• Short text box on access to housing finance data in each country
and regional profile
➢ Provides a view on the availability of housing finance data in
each country that will serve as a baseline as we pursue the
Data Agenda at country level and regionally.

For example, CAHF’s flagship indicator has
been the cost of the cheapest, newly built
house, built by a private sector developer.
•

This year, at US$8 040, the cheapest
newly built house is in Nigeria, built by
the Millard Fuller Foundation.

•

The most expensive house,
at US$148 417, is found in Gabon.

•

These are indicative statistics: we ask incountry authors to tell us what is the
cheapest house that is available on
market.

•

It is not the cheapest house that can be
built, but rather the cheapest house
that is being built by private sector
developers.

Retaining a deliberate focus on the lower end of the market

Our focus remains on the lower end of
the market—what makes this publication
unique is its overt emphasis on affordable
housing.
• Only publication of this nature in Africa:
no other source provides this type of
updated information, focused on
residential property, and targeted at the
affordable market.

Looking forward to the next 10 years
• Ten years into this project, the general lack of reliable, available data in the region continues to
stunt market growth and, too often, drives investment away.
• By providing a source of reliable market intelligence into the sector through the publication of
the Yearbook, CAHF aims to directly confront this problem and, by doing so, boost the
affordable housing and housing finance markets.
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To download the full Yearbook, go to:
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